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1 Context
This report consists of an outline of the research I will carry out at Laboratoire d’Économie
Mathématique et de Microéconomie Appliquée (LEMMA), Université Paris 2 as a PhD
student. My research builds upon the work of Florence Bannay and Romain Guillaume
at Institute Recherche de Informatique Toulouse (IRIT), Universite Paul Sabatier III,
Toulouse. We present an outline of the work that I have carried out this year under the
supervision of Florence Bannay and Romaine Guillaume at IRIT, Toulouse. Our work
at IRIT forms an integral part of our overall research work.
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2 Introduction
The decision analysis process involves an agent (the decision maker) taking account
of the decision situation and then evaluating different courses of action (decision al-
ternatives). In order to be able to do so, the decision maker must characterize the
decision-making situation with respect to two distinct components: a formulation of
the decision goals and a characterization of the decision alternatives [23]. Usually, the
evaluation is based on an associated utility function (see e.g. the introductory book
of [20]) which encodes the degree of satisfaction achieved by choosing every decision
alternative. Despite a lot of works on decision theory, two issues are often not easy
to solve. The information of the agent about the decision situation if often uncertain,
incomplete and distributed. Hence the first issue is to deal with imperfect information
(uncertainty, incomplete and distributed knowledge). The second issue is to be able
to explain and justify the decisions that are made. Another kind of issue is related to
explanation and justification, it concerns the clarity of the decision making system. It
is also a desirable goal to enable the decision makers to have a broader view of the
principles that governs decision and to enable them to participate to their elaboration.

The three standard approaches [19] of optimisation (here maximize a utility or min-
imze a cost) under uncertainty are: expected cost minimization, risk minimization and
chance constraints. The first one consists in choosing the decision that minimizes the
mathematical expectation of the cost. In the discrete case, it amounts to compute a
weighted sum of the costs weighted with their respective probabilities. However, the
probabilities may not be known precisely and also, applying this method on only one
situation can lead to have an effective cost far from the expectation. The two other ap-
proaches handle probability and utility separately. Risk minimization [19] aims at min-
imizing the probability that a cost is greater than a threshold and Chance constraints
approach [13] consists in minimizing the cost that can appear with a given probability
level. In this paper, we use another kind of uncertainty representation based on pos-
sibility distributions in a qualitative context that is close to the Chance constraints by
the use of defeasible reasoning. Indeed, when dealing with uncertainty, it is conve-
nient to use default rules [21, 22] that allow us to express general principles concisely
(i.e., without making explicit all the possible exceptions) and to derive a conclusion
in presence of incomplete knowledge with the ability to revise it when more precise
information is known (specificity principle [22]).

[11, 10, 9] have formalized a framework for handling this kind of decision making
scenario, it is called Bipolar Layered Framework (BLF). A BLF is an intuitive visual
tool for analysis and explanation of decisions since it presents the principles that gov-
erns the decision (called decision principles) directly to the decision maker, with a clear
view of the goals and features that are involved. Moreover a BLF enables the user to
represent defeasible information (like decision principles), and to handle incomplete
knowledge (about the candidates). A BLF combines an agent’s information about the
decision-making situation. The decision-making situation is characterized in the bigger
picture by two concepts: features and goals. Features are used to represent the environ-
ment in which the agent operates and to describe the decision alternatives. Goals are
what can be achieved by selecting the alternative. The agent characterizes the decision
alternatives (candidates) by a propositional knowledge base. From a decision-making
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perspective, we think that four kinds of information are of relevance here:

• the goals that are involved in the decision making process and their division into
desirable and undesirable goals;

• the relative importance of the goals;

• the decision principles (DP): The agent knows that it is plausible that a goal (say,
to swim) will be achieved when a feature holds (say, the hotel has a swimming
pool) but does not know for certain that it will always hold. This uncertain and
incomplete intuitive information of the agent is encoded as a decision principle.
Decision principles are defeasible rules that represent an agent’s a priori knowl-
edge about a goal being achieved when a feature holds.

• the exceptions to the decision principles. DPs being default rules, the agent can
have intuitive information about exceptions. If a feature holds (say, it is raining),
the default rule allowing the goal swim to be achieved will not be triggered.
These exceptions are called inhibitors.

Once a BLF is constructed out of the information of the agent, it can be used to evaluate
and analyze decision alternatives.

Classical BLFs only admit inhibitors to decision principles. As explained above,
the idea behind inhibitors is that the agent can know that some feature, if it holds, could
cancel out his defeasible intuition contained in the decision principle. In natural, real
life decision making situation, it is more often the case that the agent, in addition to
the inhibitor, knows that some feature, if it holds, can support it’s decision principle.
This support increases the agent’s trust in the initial causal link established in the de-
cision principle. It may happen that a decision principle have more than one inhibitor
and support. Consequently, in order to be able to compare the inhibitors and sup-
ports that a decision principle admits, the agent needs additional information.Adding
strengths/weights to these components seemed the logical step to take. The weights at-
tached to inhibitors and supports denote the strength with which they prohibit/support
the agent’s intuitive causal link expressed in the decision principle. This updated and
enhanced framework is called Bipolar Layered Frameworks with Supports and Weights
(BLFSW).

An important problem in many domains is to explain and compute the weights as-
sociated to some items, it is the case for instance in Weighted Argumentation [63]. The
ability to explain how the weights on inhibitors and supports of our decision principles
are computed is one of the main result of this paper. This result is based on possibility
theory which proposes a measure of uncertainty which differs from probablity theory
by its ability to express ignorance. In possibility theory one may distinguishing what is
the normal course of things from what is not, what is surprising from what is expected.
[15, 16]. In this work, we use possibility theory to characterize the various components
of a BLF. For instance, a decision principle of the form (ϕ, g) correspond to a default
rule which in possibilistic terms translates that it is more plausible that the goal g is
achieved when the feature ϕ holds than that the goal g is not achieved when the feature
ϕ holds. This report is organized as: We first introduce and provide essential back-
ground for the main topics of my PhD research: Decision Theory with Uncertainty,
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Argumentation and Machine Learning. Then we present the work we accomplished
during my stay at IRIT, Toulouse as a guest student. The second part outlines the future
research that I will undertake at LEMMA, Paris in collaboration with IRIT, Toulouse.
That part will focus on Decision Theory, Argumentation and Machine Learning.

3 Background
In this section, we will present the theoretical background of our main topics of re-
search: Decision Theory, Uncertainty and Argumentation.

Decision Theory
with Uncertainty

Knowledge 
Representation /
Argumentation

Machine Learning
(Artificial Neural Networks)

3.1 Decision Theory
Decision theory is concerned with the reasoning underlying the possible choices of an
agent (the decision maker). It provides a formalism for modeling the decision process
of an agent with different decision alternatives (candidates). In decision-making envi-
ronments, the information of the agent is often uncertain or incomplete. As mentioned
in [22], a decision analysis process can be thought of as consisting of three stages: (1)
characterization of the decision alternatives (candidates) that are to be evaluated; (2)
formulation of decision goals; (3) the decision making itself. To evaluate decision al-
ternatives, a utility function assigning a value to every decision alternative (the degree
of satisfaction) is used [19]. Given this information, the decision-maker can evaluate
decision alternatives, by ranking them and / or comparing them based on specific cri-
teria. The maximum expected utility principle enjoins the decision maker to choose
the alternative with the highest expected utility. In quantitative decision theory, both
the probabilities (dealing with uncertainty of outcomes) and utilities (of outcomes or
goals) are explicitly required. In qualitative decision theory, on the other hand, pref-
erences over outcomes and likelihood of outcomes are expressed in a qualitative way
[13, 58, 59, 60]. This allows an agent to reason and decide in a situation where he has
knowledge of his preferences and intuition about achievement of goals without having
to quantify this knowledge. Human reasoning is often uncertain. The unsettled nature
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of the information source or the less than perfect ability of a human agent to read his
environment can cause uncertainty. The very nature of the relevant information can
have inherent uncertainty, the source of which can be incompleteness, inconsistencies
and change in the available information. Besides, uncertainty is also inherent in the de-
cision making process [16, 19, 23]. The decision-maker (agent) may have only partial
cognizance of the environment. He may also only have an uncertain intuition of what
outcomes different features of candidates lead to. And he may only have partial and un-
certain information about which features of the candidate holds in the decision-making
environment. Finally, uncertainty is also a part of other knowledge representation sys-
tems. Dealing with uncertainty in information is an essential part of AI theories and
applications [23]. Decision Theory deals with the question: ”Given my preferences
and my goals, what is the most rational decision alternative”.

3.2 Uncertainty
Uncertainty is an inherent part of the decision making process. Decision makers often
(almost always) operate in uncertain environments. Additionally, human capabilities
are less than perfect. Possibility theory provides a formalism that is of specific rele-
vance for the modeling of uncertain situations [25, 14, 16, 24]. It was introduced to
model reasoning processes dealing with imprecise or vague knowledge involving un-
certainty. Possibility theory is qualitative and represents an alternative to probability
theory from which it differs by its ability to express complete ignorance. In possibility
theory one may distinguish what is the normal course of things from what is not, what
is surprising from what is expected [15].

3.3 Argumentation
Human reasoning is based on argumentation. This view applies both to a single ratio-
nal actor and to a group of rational actors. In the first case, the scenario consists of a
rational actor deliberating over conflicting arguments and trying to arrive at a rational
outcome. In the second case, the scenario involves a number of rational actors each as-
serting a different view point. The aim of this exercise is to solve the inherent conflicts
between the arguments of various actors. Argumentation Theory is a knowledge repre-
sentation and reasoning formalism used for the modeling of human argumentation and
dialog processes. The objective of the formalism is to model an argumentation process
with conflicting truth claims, to reason over them and arrive at a coherent conclusion
regarding their outcome. It can be seen both as a mechanism for solving conflicts be-
tween truth claims of multiple agents and as a mechanism for constructing justification
/ explanation for a particular decision / stance. In computational argumentation, two
kinds of argumentation are generally identified: Monological argumentation: the argu-
mentation scenario is given and the objective is to evaluate it and reach a conclusion
about its outcome [42]. Dialogical argumentation: this is a more interactive scenario
where agents can engage in negotiation and persuasion through “exchange of argu-
ments and counterarguments” [42, 61, 62]. In Abstract Argumentation, the argumen-
tation process is modeled by means of three features: (1) a number of arguments, each
stating a fact or a belief to be true. These arguments are considered as atomic entities in
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the sense that we abstract away from their internal structures. (2) a conflict relation be-
tween these arguments. (3) a set of rules (semantics) specifying how conflicts between
the arguments (i.e., disagreements between facts / beliefs asserted by arguments) are
to be resolved. The application of these rules leads to acceptance of some arguments
and rejection of others. In abstract argumentation, the arguments are considered to be
atomic entities and the content of these arguments are not considered. Formally, an
argumentation framework (AF) consists of a directed graph where the nodes represent
the arguments and the edges represent the binary attack relation between them [30].
Severals semantics have been defined which are rules for solving the conflicts between
the arguments of the AF [31]. A basic argumentation framework is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. In Structured Argumentation, on the other hand, an argument is not an abstract
entity but is conceptualized as a formally defined premises/claim structure expressed
in a logical language. Both the claim/assertion by the agent and the reasoning behind
that truth claim is evident. In this way, structured reasoning “builds” arguments by
providing a justification and explanation for positions held by an agent [42, 48].

3.4 Machine Learning / Artificial Neural Networks
Machine Learning is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence that seeks to endow a com-
puter system with the ability to “learn” patterns from data. The term learning refers
to the capability of the system to use experience in order to progressively improve its
performances on a specific task (or class of tasks). Machine learning is employed in a
range of computing tasks where designing and programming explicit algorithms with
good performance is difficult or infeasible (like in computer vision or speech recogni-
tion for instance). Machine learning algorithms are typically classified into two broad
categories: supervised and unsupervised learning.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a class of Machine Learning algorithms loosely
inspired by biological neurons. The network are made of input, hidden and output
artificial neurons related together by weighted synaptic connections. Information is
processed from the input to the output neurons by traveling through the synaptic con-
nections. The training process of artificial neural networks consists of an adjustment
of their synaptic weights according to some algorithmic task that is to be achieved.
Usually, the weights are updated by means of the backpropagation algorithm, which
is a gradient descent-based minimization process of the error function of the network.
Nowadays, artificial neural networks are among the best Machine Learning techniques,
thanks to their highly efficient training capabilities as well as to the tremendous success
of deep learning methods (see [50] for a brilliant survey and the references therein). An
artificial neural network is illustrated in Figure 1.
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hidden layer 3
<latexit sha1_base64="fYR4EoQesazjemPybHVqJ35Js2o=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g63gqiR1ocuCG5cV7APaUCaTm3boZBJmJoUQ+gn+gVv9AXfi1o9w74c4bbOwrQcuHM65l3M5fsKZ0o7zbZW2tnd298r7lYPDo+MT+/Sso+JUUmjTmMey5xMFnAloa6Y59BIJJPI5dP3J/dzvTkEqFosnnSXgRWQkWMgo0UYa2vaYBQEIzEkGEtduakO76tSdBfAmcQtSRQVaQ/tnEMQ0jUBoyolSfddJtJcTqRnlMKsMUgUJoRMygr6hgkSgvHzx+QxfGSXAYSzNCI0X6t+LnERKZZFvNiOix2rdm4v/ef1Uh3dezkSSahB0GRSmHOsYz2vAAZNANc8MIVQy8yumYyIJ1aaslZRUMK1mphZ3vYRN0mnUXafuPjaqzUZRUBldoEt0jVx0i5roAbVQG1E0RS/oFb1Zz9a79WF9LldLVnFzjlZgff0CMy6aiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fYR4EoQesazjemPybHVqJ35Js2o=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g63gqiR1ocuCG5cV7APaUCaTm3boZBJmJoUQ+gn+gVv9AXfi1o9w74c4bbOwrQcuHM65l3M5fsKZ0o7zbZW2tnd298r7lYPDo+MT+/Sso+JUUmjTmMey5xMFnAloa6Y59BIJJPI5dP3J/dzvTkEqFosnnSXgRWQkWMgo0UYa2vaYBQEIzEkGEtduakO76tSdBfAmcQtSRQVaQ/tnEMQ0jUBoyolSfddJtJcTqRnlMKsMUgUJoRMygr6hgkSgvHzx+QxfGSXAYSzNCI0X6t+LnERKZZFvNiOix2rdm4v/ef1Uh3dezkSSahB0GRSmHOsYz2vAAZNANc8MIVQy8yumYyIJ1aaslZRUMK1mphZ3vYRN0mnUXafuPjaqzUZRUBldoEt0jVx0i5roAbVQG1E0RS/oFb1Zz9a79WF9LldLVnFzjlZgff0CMy6aiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fYR4EoQesazjemPybHVqJ35Js2o=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g63gqiR1ocuCG5cV7APaUCaTm3boZBJmJoUQ+gn+gVv9AXfi1o9w74c4bbOwrQcuHM65l3M5fsKZ0o7zbZW2tnd298r7lYPDo+MT+/Sso+JUUmjTmMey5xMFnAloa6Y59BIJJPI5dP3J/dzvTkEqFosnnSXgRWQkWMgo0UYa2vaYBQEIzEkGEtduakO76tSdBfAmcQtSRQVaQ/tnEMQ0jUBoyolSfddJtJcTqRnlMKsMUgUJoRMygr6hgkSgvHzx+QxfGSXAYSzNCI0X6t+LnERKZZFvNiOix2rdm4v/ef1Uh3dezkSSahB0GRSmHOsYz2vAAZNANc8MIVQy8yumYyIJ1aaslZRUMK1mphZ3vYRN0mnUXafuPjaqzUZRUBldoEt0jVx0i5roAbVQG1E0RS/oFb1Zz9a79WF9LldLVnFzjlZgff0CMy6aiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fYR4EoQesazjemPybHVqJ35Js2o=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g63gqiR1ocuCG5cV7APaUCaTm3boZBJmJoUQ+gn+gVv9AXfi1o9w74c4bbOwrQcuHM65l3M5fsKZ0o7zbZW2tnd298r7lYPDo+MT+/Sso+JUUmjTmMey5xMFnAloa6Y59BIJJPI5dP3J/dzvTkEqFosnnSXgRWQkWMgo0UYa2vaYBQEIzEkGEtduakO76tSdBfAmcQtSRQVaQ/tnEMQ0jUBoyolSfddJtJcTqRnlMKsMUgUJoRMygr6hgkSgvHzx+QxfGSXAYSzNCI0X6t+LnERKZZFvNiOix2rdm4v/ef1Uh3dezkSSahB0GRSmHOsYz2vAAZNANc8MIVQy8yumYyIJ1aaslZRUMK1mphZ3vYRN0mnUXafuPjaqzUZRUBldoEt0jVx0i5roAbVQG1E0RS/oFb1Zz9a79WF9LldLVnFzjlZgff0CMy6aiQ==</latexit>

hidden layer n
<latexit sha1_base64="QsJ4ZAl95GDG0O9o0owTQzNbXac=">AAACC3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DCaCp7Cbix4DXjxGMA9IljA720mGzM4uM7OBJeQT/AOv+gPexKsf4d0PcfI4aGJBQ1HVTTUVpoJr43lfTmFre2d3r7hfOjg8Oj5xT89aOskUwyZLRKI6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1VI41BgOxzfzf32BJXmiXw0eYpBTIeSDzijxkp91x3xKEJJBM1RkYqs9N2yV/UWIJvEX5EyrNDou9+9KGFZjNIwQbXu+l5qgilVhjOBs1Iv05hSNqZD7FoqaYw6mC4+n5Erq0RkkCg70pCF+vtiSmOt8zi0mzE1I73uzcX/vG5mBrfBlMs0MyjZMmiQCWISMq+BRFwhMyK3hDLF7a+EjaiizNiy/qRkkhs9s7X46yVsklat6ntV/6FWrtdWBRXhAi7hGny4gTrcQwOawGACz/ACr86T8+a8Ox/L1YKzujmHP3A+fwCQ+5rE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QsJ4ZAl95GDG0O9o0owTQzNbXac=">AAACC3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DCaCp7Cbix4DXjxGMA9IljA720mGzM4uM7OBJeQT/AOv+gPexKsf4d0PcfI4aGJBQ1HVTTUVpoJr43lfTmFre2d3r7hfOjg8Oj5xT89aOskUwyZLRKI6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1VI41BgOxzfzf32BJXmiXw0eYpBTIeSDzijxkp91x3xKEJJBM1RkYqs9N2yV/UWIJvEX5EyrNDou9+9KGFZjNIwQbXu+l5qgilVhjOBs1Iv05hSNqZD7FoqaYw6mC4+n5Erq0RkkCg70pCF+vtiSmOt8zi0mzE1I73uzcX/vG5mBrfBlMs0MyjZMmiQCWISMq+BRFwhMyK3hDLF7a+EjaiizNiy/qRkkhs9s7X46yVsklat6ntV/6FWrtdWBRXhAi7hGny4gTrcQwOawGACz/ACr86T8+a8Ox/L1YKzujmHP3A+fwCQ+5rE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QsJ4ZAl95GDG0O9o0owTQzNbXac=">AAACC3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DCaCp7Cbix4DXjxGMA9IljA720mGzM4uM7OBJeQT/AOv+gPexKsf4d0PcfI4aGJBQ1HVTTUVpoJr43lfTmFre2d3r7hfOjg8Oj5xT89aOskUwyZLRKI6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1VI41BgOxzfzf32BJXmiXw0eYpBTIeSDzijxkp91x3xKEJJBM1RkYqs9N2yV/UWIJvEX5EyrNDou9+9KGFZjNIwQbXu+l5qgilVhjOBs1Iv05hSNqZD7FoqaYw6mC4+n5Erq0RkkCg70pCF+vtiSmOt8zi0mzE1I73uzcX/vG5mBrfBlMs0MyjZMmiQCWISMq+BRFwhMyK3hDLF7a+EjaiizNiy/qRkkhs9s7X46yVsklat6ntV/6FWrtdWBRXhAi7hGny4gTrcQwOawGACz/ACr86T8+a8Ox/L1YKzujmHP3A+fwCQ+5rE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QsJ4ZAl95GDG0O9o0owTQzNbXac=">AAACC3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DCaCp7Cbix4DXjxGMA9IljA720mGzM4uM7OBJeQT/AOv+gPexKsf4d0PcfI4aGJBQ1HVTTUVpoJr43lfTmFre2d3r7hfOjg8Oj5xT89aOskUwyZLRKI6IdUouMSm4UZgJ1VI41BgOxzfzf32BJXmiXw0eYpBTIeSDzijxkp91x3xKEJJBM1RkYqs9N2yV/UWIJvEX5EyrNDou9+9KGFZjNIwQbXu+l5qgilVhjOBs1Iv05hSNqZD7FoqaYw6mC4+n5Erq0RkkCg70pCF+vtiSmOt8zi0mzE1I73uzcX/vG5mBrfBlMs0MyjZMmiQCWISMq+BRFwhMyK3hDLF7a+EjaiizNiy/qRkkhs9s7X46yVsklat6ntV/6FWrtdWBRXhAi7hGny4gTrcQwOawGACz/ACr86T8+a8Ox/L1YKzujmHP3A+fwCQ+5rE</latexit>

output layer
<latexit sha1_base64="1nqqGuuEY6nFjl6Oysch28ZDjpI=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhd00WgZsLCOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ5aZO8KypPYPbPUH7MTW77D3Q5wkW5jEAxcO59zLvfdEqeAGfP/bK21t7+zulfcrB4dHxyfV07OOUVZT1qZKKN2LiGGCS9YGDoL1Us1IEgnWjaZ3c7/7xLThSj5ClrIwIWPJY04JOGmgLKQWsCAZ08Nqza/7C+BNEhSkhgq0htWfwUhRmzAJVBBj+oGfQpgTDZwKNqsMrGEpoVMyZn1HJUmYCfPFzTN85ZQRjpV2JQEv1L8TOUmMyZLIdSYEJmbdm4v/eX0L8W2Yc+n+YpIuF8VWYFB4HgAecc0oiMwRQjV3t2I6IZpQcDGtbLGSg5m5WIL1EDZJp1EP/Hrw0Kg1G0VAZXSBLtE1CtANaqJ71EJtRFGKXtArevOevXfvw/tctpa8YuYcrcD7+gWLOJna</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1nqqGuuEY6nFjl6Oysch28ZDjpI=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhd00WgZsLCOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ5aZO8KypPYPbPUH7MTW77D3Q5wkW5jEAxcO59zLvfdEqeAGfP/bK21t7+zulfcrB4dHxyfV07OOUVZT1qZKKN2LiGGCS9YGDoL1Us1IEgnWjaZ3c7/7xLThSj5ClrIwIWPJY04JOGmgLKQWsCAZ08Nqza/7C+BNEhSkhgq0htWfwUhRmzAJVBBj+oGfQpgTDZwKNqsMrGEpoVMyZn1HJUmYCfPFzTN85ZQRjpV2JQEv1L8TOUmMyZLIdSYEJmbdm4v/eX0L8W2Yc+n+YpIuF8VWYFB4HgAecc0oiMwRQjV3t2I6IZpQcDGtbLGSg5m5WIL1EDZJp1EP/Hrw0Kg1G0VAZXSBLtE1CtANaqJ71EJtRFGKXtArevOevXfvw/tctpa8YuYcrcD7+gWLOJna</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1nqqGuuEY6nFjl6Oysch28ZDjpI=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhd00WgZsLCOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ5aZO8KypPYPbPUH7MTW77D3Q5wkW5jEAxcO59zLvfdEqeAGfP/bK21t7+zulfcrB4dHxyfV07OOUVZT1qZKKN2LiGGCS9YGDoL1Us1IEgnWjaZ3c7/7xLThSj5ClrIwIWPJY04JOGmgLKQWsCAZ08Nqza/7C+BNEhSkhgq0htWfwUhRmzAJVBBj+oGfQpgTDZwKNqsMrGEpoVMyZn1HJUmYCfPFzTN85ZQRjpV2JQEv1L8TOUmMyZLIdSYEJmbdm4v/eX0L8W2Yc+n+YpIuF8VWYFB4HgAecc0oiMwRQjV3t2I6IZpQcDGtbLGSg5m5WIL1EDZJp1EP/Hrw0Kg1G0VAZXSBLtE1CtANaqJ71EJtRFGKXtArevOevXfvw/tctpa8YuYcrcD7+gWLOJna</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1nqqGuuEY6nFjl6Oysch28ZDjpI=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhd00WgZsLCOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ5aZO8KypPYPbPUH7MTW77D3Q5wkW5jEAxcO59zLvfdEqeAGfP/bK21t7+zulfcrB4dHxyfV07OOUVZT1qZKKN2LiGGCS9YGDoL1Us1IEgnWjaZ3c7/7xLThSj5ClrIwIWPJY04JOGmgLKQWsCAZ08Nqza/7C+BNEhSkhgq0htWfwUhRmzAJVBBj+oGfQpgTDZwKNqsMrGEpoVMyZn1HJUmYCfPFzTN85ZQRjpV2JQEv1L8TOUmMyZLIdSYEJmbdm4v/eX0L8W2Yc+n+YpIuF8VWYFB4HgAecc0oiMwRQjV3t2I6IZpQcDGtbLGSg5m5WIL1EDZJp1EP/Hrw0Kg1G0VAZXSBLtE1CtANaqJ71EJtRFGKXtArevOevXfvw/tctpa8YuYcrcD7+gWLOJna</latexit>

Figure 1: An artificial neural network (ANN). The nodes and edges represent the neu-
rons and synaptic connections between them. In this case, information is processed in
a feedforward manner, i.e., from one layer to the next without any recurrent connec-
tion. The training of the neural network consist of an adjustment of its synaptic weights
according to some algorithmic task that is to be achieved.

4 BLF: a structure encoding decision criteria

4.1 Preliminaries
here go the preliminaries of the first orde We consider a set C of candidates1 about
which some information is available and two languages LF (a propositional language
based on a vocabulary VF ) representing information about some features that are be-
lieved to hold for a candidate and LG (another propositional language based on a
distinct vocabulary VG) representing information about the achievement of some goals
when a candidate is selected. In the propositional languages used here, the logical con-
nectors “or”, “and”, “not” are denoted respectively by ∨, ∧, and ¬. A literal is a propo-
sitional symbol x or its negation ¬x, the set of literals of LG are denoted by LITG.
Classical inference, logical equivalence and contradiction are denoted respectively by
|=, ≡, ⊥. The reason why we propose two distinct languages is to clearly differentiate
beliefs (coming from observations) from desires (goals to be achieved when selecting
a candidate). In the following we denote by K a set of formulas representing features
that are believed to hold: hence K ⊆ LF is the available information. Using the
inference operator |=, the fact that a formula ϕ ∈ LF holds2 in K is written K |= ϕ.

The BLF is a structure that contains two kinds of information: decision principles

1Candidates are also called alternatives in the literature.
2The agent’s knowledge K being considered to be certain, we write “ϕ holds” instead of “ϕ is believed

to hold”.
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and inhibitors. A decision principle can be viewed as a defeasible reason enabling
to reach a conclusion about the achievement of a goal. More precisely, a decision
principle is a pair (ϕ, g), it represents the default rule meaning that “if the formula ϕ
is believed to hold for a candidate then the goal g is a priori believed to be achieved by
selecting this candidate”:

Definition 1 (decision principle (DP)) A decision principle p is a pair (ϕ, g) ∈ LF ×
LITG, where ϕ is the reason denoted reas(p) and g the conclusion of p denoted
concl(p).
P denotes the set of decision principles.

We illustrate the BLF notions on a toy example concerning the choice of an hotel.

Example 1 Let us imagine an agent who wants to find a hotel which is not expensive
(e) and in which he can swim (s). This agent prefers to avoid crowded hotels (c). The
possible pieces of information concern the following attributes: VF = {p, f , w, o} that
describes the respective features of the hotel ”to have a pool”, ”to be a four star hotel”,
”to be in a place where the weather is fine”, ”to propose special offers”. The agent
may consider the following principles: P = {p1 = (p, s), p2 = (f, e), p3 = (w, c)}.
p1 expresses that “a priori when there is a pool the agent can swim”, p2 encodes that
“a priori if the hotel is four star then it is expensive”, p3 says that “if the weather is
fine in this area then the hotel is a priori crowded”.

Depending on whether the achievement of its goal is wished or dreaded, a decision
principle may have either a positive or a negative polarity. Moreover some decision
principles are more important than others because their goal is more important. The
decision principles are totally ordered accordingly.

Definition 2 (polarity and importance) A function pol : VG → {⊕,	} gives the
polarity of a goal g ∈ VG, this function is extended to goal literals by pol(¬g) =
−pol(g) with −⊕ = 	 and −	 = ⊕. Decision principles are polarized accordingly:
pol(ϕ, g) = pol(g). The set of positive and negative goals are abbreviated ⊕ and 	
respectively: ⊕ = {g ∈ LITG : pol(g) = ⊕} and 	 = {g ∈ LITG : pol(g) = 	}.

LITG is totally ordered by the relation � (“less or equally important than”).
Decision principles are ordered accordingly:∀ϕ,ψ ∈ LG,∀g ∈ LITG,

(ϕ, g) � (ψ, g′) iff g � g′

The polarities and the relative importances of the goals in VG are supposed to be
given by the decision maker.
Example 1 (continued): In our example, the decision maker (our agent) may want to
avoid crowded and expensive hotels (hence c and e are negative goal), while being able
to swim (s) in the hotel is a positive goal. Moreover the agent gives more importance to
the possibility to swim and the expensiveness than to the fact that the hotel is crowded.
It means that the set of possible goals is VG = {s, e, c}, with pol(s) = ⊕ and pol(e)
= pol(c) = 	 and s ' e � c.
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A decision principle (ϕ, g) is a defeasible piece of information because sometimes
there may exist some reason ϕ1 to believe that it does not apply in the situation, this
reason is called an inhibitor.

The fact that ϕ1 inhibits a decision principle (ϕ, g) is interpreted as follows: when
the decision maker knows ϕ ∧ ϕ1 she has no more information about the achievement
of the goal g. In that case, the inhibition is represented with an arc towards the decision
principle.

Definition 3 (inhibitor) Letϕ1 ∈ LF and (ϕ, g) ∈ P . An inhibitor is a pair (ϕ1, (ϕ, g)).
The set of inhibitors is denoted by I where I ⊆ LF × P .

The decision principles and their inhibitors are supposed to be given by the decision
maker. We are now in position to define the BLF structure.

Definition 4 A BLF is a tuple (P, I, pol,�) where: P is a set of decision principles
ordered accordingly to their goals by � and with a polarity built on pol, and I ⊆
(LF × P) is a set of inhibitors.

The elements of the BLF are supposed to be available prior to the decision and
to be settled for future decisions as if it was a kind of utility function. A graphical
representation of a BLF is given below, it is a tripartite graph represented in three
columns, the DPs with a positive level are situated on the left column, the inhibitors
are in the middle, and the DPs with a negative polarity are situated on the right. The
more important (positive and negative) DPs are in the higher part of the graph, equally
important DPs are drawn at the same horizontal level. Hence the highest positive level
is at the top left of the figure, the bottom right contains DPs with negative goals of
low importance. The height of the inhibitors is not significant only their existence is
meaningful.
Example 1 (continued): When the hotel is not in a place where the weather is usually
fine then the fact that there is a pool is not sufficient to ensure that the agent can swim,
it means that there is an inhibition on p1 by ¬w, and the DP p3 that expresses that “if
the weather is fine the hotel will be crowded” is inhibited when its a four stars hotel,
and the DP p2 is inhibited when the hotel proposes a special offer, i.e. I = {(¬w, p1),
(f , p3), (o, p2)}.

Below is the picture of the BLF where the only positive DP, p1, is on the right, and
the two negative DPs, p2 and p3 are on the left. The height of the DPs represents the
importance of their goal, hence p1 and p2 are at the same height while p3 is below. The
arrows are representing inhibitions.

	 Inhib. ⊕
(p, s)(f, e)

(w, c)

¬w

f

o
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In the following, the BLF (P, I, pol,�) is set and we show how it can be used for
analyzing the acceptability of a candidate. First, we present the available information
and the notion of instantiated BLF, called valid-BLF.

Given a candidate c ∈ C , we consider that the knowledge of the decision maker
about c has been gathered in a knowledge base Kc with Kc ⊆ LF . Given a formula
ϕ describing a configuration of features (ϕ ∈ LF ), the decision maker can have three
kinds of knowledge about c: ϕ holds for candidate c (i.e., Kc |= ϕ), or not (Kc |= ¬ϕ)
or the feature ϕ is unknown for c (Kc 6|= ϕ andKc 6|= ¬ϕ). When there is no ambiguity
about the candidate c, Kc is denoted K.

Definition 5 (K-valid-BLF) Given a consistent knowledge base K, a K-valid-BLF
associated to a BLF B = (P, I, pol,�) is a quadruplet (PK , IK , pol, �) where

• PK = {(ϕ, g) ∈ P, s.t. K |= ϕ} is the set of DPs in P whose reason ϕ holds in
K, called K-valid-DPs.

• IK = {(ϕ, p) ∈ I, s.t. K |= ϕ and p ∈ IK} is the set of valid inhibitions
according to K.

When there is no ambiguity, we simply use “valid-BLF” instead of “K-valid-BLF”.
The validity of a DP only depends on the fact whether the features that constitute its
reason ϕ hold or not, it does not depend on its goal g since the link between the reasons
and the goal is given in the BLF (hence it is no longer questionable).
Example 1 (continued): Let us consider 4 candidates that are the hotels described
by the following knowledge bases3. K1 = {p ∧ w ∧ f ∧ o}, K2 = {p ∧ w ∧ f},
K3 = {p ∧ ¬w ∧ f}, K4 = {p ∧ ¬w ∧ f ∧ o}.

The four corresponding valid-BLFs are:

K1: 	 Inhib. ⊕
(p, s)

(w, c)

(f, e)
f

o

K2: 	 Inhib. ⊕
(p, s)(f, e)

(w, c)
f

K3: 	 Inhib. ⊕
(p, s)(f, e) ¬w

f

K4: 	 Inhib. ⊕
(p, s)(f, e) ¬w

f
o

Now in the K-valid-BLF the principles that are not inhibited are the ones that are
going to be trusted, which leads us to define the realized goals wrt a candidate described
by the knowledge base K.

Definition 6 A goal g ∈ LITG is said to be realized wrt a K-valid-BLF (PK , IK ,
pol, �) if there is a K-valid-DP in PK concluding g that is not inhibited in IK .

Example 1 (continued): The candidate described byK1 achieves only one goal: swim
s, (the DPs concerning the two other goals are inhibited); the hotel described by K2

3The knowledge bases can be given under the form of sets of propositional formulas, interpreted as their
conjunction, namely K1 = {p ∧ w, o ∨ ¬f, f} which is equivalent to p ∧ w ∧ f ∧ o. In the example we
show them in their conjunctive normal form.
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achieves two goals swim s (which is positive) but also expensive e (which is negative),
the one described by K3 is only expensive e, the last hotel described by K4 achieves
no goal (neither positive nor negative since the two DPs are inhibited).

Once we are able to say what goals are realized wrt a BLF instanciated for a given
candidate described by K (i.e, wrt a given K-valid BLF), then we are in position to
compare candidates according to the goals they achieve. In [12], the authors have
introduced three decision rules called Pareto, Bipolar Possibility and Bipolar Leximin
dominance relations. We have chosen to only translate the Bipolar Leximin dominance
relation in order to compare two candidates, the definition has slightly changed wrt
[9]4.

Definition 7 (BiLexi decision rule) Given a BLF B = (P, I, pol,�) and two can-
didates described respectively by K and K ′ with their associated realized goals R =
Real(B,K) and R′ = Real(B,K), the Bipolar Leximin dominance relation denoted
�BiLexi (which stands for “is BiLexi-preferred to”) is defined by:

K �BiLexi K ′ iff
∣∣∣∣ M exists and
|R⊕M | ≥ |R

′⊕
M | and |R	M | ≤ |R

′	
M |

K 'BiLexi K ′ iff M does not exist

where Xg = {g′ ∈ X s.t. g ' g′} is the set of goals in a set X that have the same
level of importance than g and M = max({g ∈ R ∪ R′ s.t. |R⊕g | 6= |R′⊕g | or |R	g | 6= |R′	g |},
�) is the highest goal s.t. the number of positive or negative sets of achieved goals for K and
K′ differs.

In other words, a candidate described by K is BiLexi-preferred to another de-
scribed by K ′ if there is a goal M such that the number of realized positive and neg-
ative goals at levels strictly more important than M are the same, but at the level M
either the number of positive goals of K is greater than those of K ′ or the number of
negative goals of K is lower than those of K ′.
Example 1 (continued): We can rank the candidates according to the goals that they
achieve: K1 �BiLexi (K2 'BiLexi K4) �BiLexi K3. Indeed, the best candidate is
K1 since it achieves the best positive goal, then K2 and K4 are incomparable since
one achieves a negative and a positive goal of same importance and the other does not
achieve any goal (so no negative nor positive ones), the last candidate is K3 since it
achieves only a negative goal.

4.2 BLF with supports and weights
In some cases, some candidates can be incomparable while the information concerning
them is not the same. In order to refine our ranking, the notion of support may be
introduced. Indeed sometimes some information may increase the strength of the DP,
since in the new context the goal is more likely to be achieved. This is the case in the
example below.

4This allows us to avoid to associate numeric levels to the goals.
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Example 2 When there is a special offer then the fine weather hotels are even more
likely to be crowded than with no special offer. If we consider two hotels with K5 =
{p∧w} and K6 = {p∧w ∧ o}. Their K5-valid BLF and K6-valid BLF can be repre-
sented as follows:

K5: 	 Inhib./Support ⊕
(p, s)

(w, c)

K6: 	 Inhib./Support ⊕
(p, s)

(w, c)

o In that case,K5 should

be preferred to K6, since in K5 we have more certainty to achieve the negative goal in
the presence of the support o.

If a designer of a BLF wants to express that some features are supporting some
DPs, then this can raise some ambiguities in the following situations:

• when a DP has at least one support and one inhibitor: what happens when they
are both valid wrt a candidate? the designer should precise which one is stronger
than the other, and more generally give their relative strength.

• when a DP has several supports: if one support is valid for a candidate and a
distinct support is valid for the other candidate, how to decide which candidate
has the most supported DP? again the designer should precise if a support is
stronger than the other

A simple and expressive way for a designer to give these precisions is to extend the
BLF with supports and weights. The weights are associated to supports and inhibitors
in order to resolve the possible ambiguities that can occur in all possible valid-BLF.
Their exact value has no importance.

More formally, we propose the following definitions of a BLFwith supports and
weights:

Definition 8 (BLFSW) : A Bipolar Leveled Framework with Supports and Weights is
a tuple (P, I,S, pol,�, w) where: P is a set of decision principles ordered accord-
ingly to their goals by � and with a polarity built on pol, I ⊆ (LF × P) is a set of
inhibitors, S ⊆ (LF × P) is a set of supports, and w : I ∪ S →]0, 1] is a weight
function.

where I(p) = (LF ×{p})∩I and S(p) = (LF ×{p})∩S are the set of inhibitors
and supports attached to the DP p.

For a simpler representation, the drawing of a BLFSW obeys the convention that
if no weight is given for a set of supports and inhibitors concerning the same DP
then all weights are equal to 1. Note that the possibility to express that all supports
and attacks have the same weight is a way to preserve ambiguity when it is desired
by the designer. The weight are expressing a certainty degree that the goal is going
to be achieved when the premise hold. We do not allow for supports or inhibitors of
weight 0, since this weight would mean that there is no information about the support-
ing/inhibiting effects of those features, hence it is not useful to mention them.

12



Example 3 Let us come back to the hotel example. We have described the inhibitions,
but we may also express supports: a special offer will encourage people to go to an
hotel hence it may increase the certainty to have a crowded hotel, moreover a four
star hotel is more likely to offer the possibility to swim when it has a pool i.e. S =
{(o, p3), (f, p1)}

The double arrows are representing the supports. The arcs are labeled by numbers
that represents the weight of the supports/inhibitions. Two DPs have possible ambi-
guities: (w, c) and (p, s). Concerning the DP p3, we have chosen to give a higher
weight to the inhibitor f than to the support o since we consider that even when there
are special offers, four star hotels are not crowded (since they remain very expensive).
Concerning the DP p1, we consider that the support is stronger than the inhibitor,
since four star hotel that have pool have often also an indoor pool. The weights that
are given are following these considerations, the exact values of these weights are
meaningful only for the comparison.

	 Inhib./Support ⊕
(p, s)(f, e)

(w, c)

¬w

f

o
0.4

0.9
0.1

0.6

Given a consistent knowledge base K, a K-valid-BLFSW is a tuple (PK , IK , SK ,
pol, �, w) whose definition is similar to a K-valid-BLF, the only change is that the
arcs can be inhibitors or supports and they have weights. More formally,

Definition 9 (K-valid-BLFSW) Given a consistent knowledge base K and a BLFSW
B = (P, I,S, pol, w), a K-valid-BLFSW associated to B is a tuple (PK , IK , SK ,
pol, �, wK ) where

• PK = {(ϕ, g) ∈ P, s.t. K |= ϕ} is the set of DPs in P whose reason ϕ holds in
K, called valid-DPs.

• IK = {(ϕ, p) ∈ I, s.t. K |= ϕ and p ∈ PK} is the set of valid inhibitions
according to K.

• SK = {(ϕ, p) ∈ S , s.t. K |= ϕ and p ∈ PK} is the set of valid supports
according to K.

• wK is the restriction of w on IK ∪ SK .

Similarly as with classical BLFs, the DPs that are not inhibited in the K-valid
BLFSW are the ones that are trusted, in order to know if a DP is inhibited, we may
have to compare the weights of its inhibitor and supports. Moreover the notion of
realized goal can be enriched with the pieces of information coming from the weights
of its supports.
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Definition 10 Given a K-valid BLFSW (PK , IK , SK , pol, �, wK ), we define the
activation level of p ∈ PK as follows:

α(p) =

( ∑
s∈SK(p)

wK(s, p)−
∑

i∈IK(p)

wK(i, p)

)

where SK(p) = {ϕ ∈ LF |(ϕ, p) ∈ SK} and IK(p) = {ϕ ∈ LF |(ϕ, p) ∈ IK} are the set
of supports and inhibitors of p respectively.

According to α(p), the DP p is either

• inhibited iff α(p) < 0

• supported iff α(p) > 0

• unaffected iff α(p) = 0

In other words, the weights of supports and inhibitors that concerns a given DP p
are used to determine whether p is globally supported or inhibited or unaffected. The
DP is considered as supported when the supports are stronger than the inhibitors, it is
considered as inhibited in the opposite case, when inhibitors and supports are balanced
they cancel each other.

Definition 11 (realized goals) Given a K-valid BLFSW BK = (PK , IK , SK , pol,�,
wK ), a goal g in LITG is said to be realized wrt BK if there is a K-valid-DP in PK
that concludes g and that is not inhibited.

The set of goals that are realized by a candidate described by K given a BLFSW
B is denoted Real(B,K).

Example 3 (continued): Let us come back to our 4 candidates K1 = {p∧w∧ f ∧ o},
K2 = {p ∧ w ∧ f}, K3 = {p ∧ ¬w ∧ f}, K4 = {p ∧ ¬w ∧ f ∧ o}.

The four corresponding valid-BLFSWs are:

K1: 	 I/S. ⊕
(p, s)

(w, c)

(f, e)
f

o

K2: 	 I/S. ⊕
(p, s)(f, e)

(w, c)
f

K3: 	 I/S. ⊕
(p, s)(f, e) ¬w

f

K4: 	 I/S. ⊕
(p, s)(f, e) ¬w

f
o

In K1, p2 = (f, e) is inhibited (since it has only one inhibitor with a default weight
of 1), p3 = (w, c) is inhibited (since it has an inhibitor of weight 0.9 which is heavier
than the weight 0.1 of its support) and p1 = (p, s) is supported. Hence the only realized
goals ofK1 is swim s. Similarly, we compute the realized goals of the other hotels: K2

and K3 have the same realized goals: e and s, K4 has only one realized goal: s (since
the DP (p, s) is supported by a support that is heavier than its inhibitor).

Similarly as what was done with BLFs, the definition of realized wrt a BLFSW
instanciated for a given candidate described by K allows us to compare candidates
according to the goals they achieve.
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Example 3 (continued): With the BLFSW, the hotels can be ranked as follows:

(K1 'BiLexi K4) �BiLexi (K2 'BiLexi K3)

Note that in case of equality between two candidates, the activation levels of the DPs
that are justifying the goals achieved by the candidates, can be used to choose between
them as in Example 2. This means that goals are going to be associated with two
evaluations, one concerning their importance (that can be called utility when the goal
is positive and disutility when it is negative, in our framework it is characterized by �
and pol) and one concerning the certainty about their realization for a given candidate
K (the weight wK defined below).

Definition 12 (Weight of a realized goal) Given a BLFSW B = (P, I,S, pol,�, w)
and a candidate described by K, for all g ∈ Real(B,K), the weight associated to a
realized goal is:

wK(g) = max
p∈PK ,concl(p)=g

α(p)

The weight associated to a goal g corresponds to the maximum certainty that this
goal is achieved by a condidate, i.e., the maximum weight of a DP concluding g.

Definition 13 (BW decision rule) Given a BLFSW B = (P, I,S, pol,�, w) and two
candidates described respectively by K and K ′ the BW dominance relation denoted
�BW (which stands for “is BiLexi&Weight-preferred to”) is defined by:
K �BW K ′ iff K �BiLexi K ′ or (K 'BiLexi K ′ and ∃M = max({g ∈ R ∪ R′ s.t.
max

g1∈R⊕g
wK(g1) > max

g2∈R′⊕g
wK′(g2) or

max
g1∈R	g

wK(g1) < max
g2∈R′	g

wK′(g2) }, �) ).

In the previous definition, M is the highest important goal s.t. the maximum weight of
a positive or a negative achieved goal of same priority for K and K ′ differs (in favor of
K i.e., either the maximum weight of positive achieved goals for K is strictly greater
than the one forK ′ or the maximum weight of negative achieved goals forK is strictly
lower than the one for K ′).
Example 3 (continued): This refinement applied to our running example gives:

K1 �BW K4 �BW K2 �BW K3

Since in K1, p1 is supported and not attacked hence the activation level of p1 is 0.6,
while in K4, p1 has an activation level of 0.6− 0.4 = 0.2 which means that the DP p1
is more certain about the achievement of swim in the situation described by K1 than
in the situation described by K4. The same refinement is done to differenciate K2 and
K3, their negative goal e is achieved with the same certainty while the positive goal s
is more certainly achieved in K2 than in K3.

In the next section we are going to show that BLFSWs are compact representation
of classical BLFs with more information.
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From BLFSW to BLF and Return
In order to translate a BLFSW into a BLF we are going to consider that a support
s = (ψ, p) of a DP p = (ϕ, g) can be viewed as a new DP pS = (ψ ∧ ϕ, g). Indeed,
according to Definitions 10 and 11, the interest of a support is to protect a DP against
an inhibitor, hence the translation of a support should make it possible to achieve the
goal in presence of an inhibitor, the new DP pS should be created only if the weight of
the support s is greater than at least one inhibitor i of p. In that case pS and p are both
DPs of the translated BLF, but only p is attacked by i in this new BLF.

The tricky part of the translation concerns DPs that are supported by several fea-
tures. For such a DP p we have to create a new DP for each combination of its supports
(conjunction of the features of any subset of S(p)). This is due to the fact that the BLF
is going to be instantiated with different knowledge bases in which some features may
appear or not, the behavior has to be the same as with the BLFSW where each support
can be instantiated individually. In conclusion, the set of DPs PS(p) that should be
constructed in order to capture all the support of a DP p = (ϕ, g) in a BLFWS are
those based on the power set of S(p) that outweigh at least one inhibitor, i.e.,:

PS(p) =
{

(
∧
ϕi∈E

ϕi ∧ ϕ, g)
∣∣∣E ⊆ S(p) and

∃ψ ∈ I(p),
∑
ϕi∈E

w(ϕi, p)− w(ψ, p) ≥ 0
}

Moreover we are going to create inhibitor relations between an existing inhibitor
and a new DP only if the existing inhibitor outweigh the supports that belong to this
new DP, hence the new inhibitions IS(p) associated to a DP p are:

IS(p) =
{

(ψ, pS)
∣∣∣ pS = (

∧
ϕi∈E

ϕi ∧ ϕ, g) ∈ PS(p),

and ψ ∈ I(p),
∑
ϕi∈E

w(ϕi, p)− w(ψ, p) < 0
}

The translation of a BLFSW B = (P, I,S, pol,�, w) into a BLF is thus a tuple
(P ′, I ′, pol′,�′) such that

• P ′ = P ∪
⋃
p∈P PS(p)

• I ′ = I ∪
⋃
p∈P IS(p)

• pol′ = pol and �′=�

Example 3 (continued): Here is a picture of the translation of the BLFSW into a BLF:
only one DP has been created p1S = (p ∧ f, s). This DP replaces the support of f
to p1, since when the candidate is a four star hotel (f holds), then the inhibitor of the
DP is not strong enough (0.4) to withdraw the belief in the possibility to swim from the
existence of a pool. Hence this new DP is not attacked by ¬w. Concerning the other
support (o, p3), we can see that it has not enough weight (0.1) to outweigh the inhibitor
(f, p3) (0.9), since there is only one inhibitor of p3, the creation of a new DP based on
p3 is not useful.
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	 Inhib. ⊕
(p, s) (p ∧ f, s)(f, e)

(w, c)

¬w

f

o

The reader can check that the four candidates described by K1, . . .K4 have the same
realized goals in the Ki-valid BLFs associated to this BLF. Note also that this BLF is
different from the initial BLF of Example 1, indeed the information about the existence
of a strong support for p1 has changed the goals that can be realized, hence the initial
BLF was not faithful to represent it while the translation above would have been a way
to encode it in a BLF with no support framework.

The following proposition shows that any BLFSW can be translated into a BLF
such that the Bilexi-dominance relation gives the same ranking for the BLFSW and for
its translation.

Proposition 1 LetB = (P, I,S, pol,�, w) be a BLFSW, and Tr(B) = (P ′, I ′, pol′,�′
) its translation as described above, ∀K1,K2 ⊆ LF s.t. K1 and K2 are consistent, it
holds that:

K1 �BiLexi K2 iff Tr(K1) �BiLexi Tr(K2)

where ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, T r(Ki) is the Ki-valid BLF associated to Tr(B)

Proof: Due to our definition of the translation that are made in accordance to the
definitions 10 and 11, the realized goals in any K-valid-BLFSW are the same as the
realized goals of the K-valid translated BLF. Hence the result. �

Remark 1

• Due to the presence of weights the BLFSW allows to use a more refined domi-
nance relation on candidates, namely �BW . Hence the BLFSW is more expres-
sive than the BLF.

• A BLF is a particular case of a BLFSW with no support nor weights. Hence it is
easy to translate a BLF B = (P, I, pol,� into a BLFSW B′ = (P, I,∅, pol,�
, w) where w is the weight function s.t. ∀i ∈ I, w(i) = 1.

Proposition 2 The translation of a BLFSW to a BLF is exponential in the worse case
situation.

Proof: This result is simply due to the necessity in the translation to compute the power
set of the supports for each DP. �

The previous propositions and remarks allows us to conclude that it is interesting
to allow for supports and weights in the BLF framework, since a BLFSW is more
expressive and more compact. The next section answers the question of the validity of
this formalism by relating it to a standard qualitative decision theory, namely possibility
theory.
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4.3 Possiblistic Interpretation of a BLFSW
In this section we show how the decision principles, inhibitors and weights of a BLFSW
can be interpreted in terms of possibility theory. We follow up the work of [9] in
order to build DPs from uncertain knowledge expressed under the form of a possibility
distribution on worlds and from preferences expressed as a utility of some goals. In
this process, a DP (ϕ, g) is viewed as a defeasible rule saying that “if ϕ hols then a
priori g is achieved” , and we explain how weighted inhibitions and supports can be
defined according to this view.

Background on Possibility Theory and Defaults

In [17], possibility theory is introduced as a basis for qualitative decision theory. The
author relate the expected pay-off u(x) of a situation x to a preference relation �
over situations s.t. x � y iff u(x) ≥ u(y). In presence of uncertainty, i.e., when
situations are not precisely known, the belief state about what is the actual situation
is represented by a possibility distribution π. The theory of possibility is a qualitative
setting first introduced by Zadeh [26] and further developed by Dubois and Prade in
[15]. It is qualitative in the sense that the only operations required are max, min and
order-reversing operations. However, numbers in the scale [0,1] are often used for
convenience but the exact values of the numbers are not meaningful, it is only their
order in the scale that is taken into account.

Two measures π and N are defined for representing the plausibility of a situation:
π(x) ≤ π(x′) means that it is at least as plausible for x′ to be the actual situation as
for x to be it. π(x) = 0 means impossibility, π(x) = 1 means that x is unsurprising or
normal. The state of total ignorance is represented by a possibility distribution where
any situation is totally possible (∀x, π(x) = 1). In order to reason on formula, the
possibility measure Π evaluates how unsurprising a formula is, hence Π(ϕ) = 0 means
that ϕ is bound to be false. The necessity measure is its dual defined by N(ϕ) =
1 − Π(¬ϕ): N(ϕ) = 1 means that ϕ is bound to be true. The definition of N from a
possibility distribution π is given by: N(ϕ) = minω|=¬ϕ(1− π(ω)), it expresses that
a formula is all the more necessary as its counter models are less plausible.

In [18], the authors show that the utility of a decision d can be evaluated by com-
bining the plausibilities π(x) of the states x in which d is made and the utility u(d(x))
of the possible resulting state d(x) after d, where u(d(x)) represents the satisfac-
tion to be in the precise situation d(x) (it is equal to the membership degree to the
fuzzy set of preferred situations). The pessimistic criterion has been first introduced
by Whalen [24] and leads to a pessimistic utility level of a decision d defined as fol-
lows: upes(d) = infx∈X max(1 − π(x), u(d(x))). The optimistic criterion has been
first proposed by Yager [25] and is defined by: uop(d) = supx∈X min(π(x), u(d(x))).

In possibilistic decision theory, the scales for possibilities and utilities are the same,
hence, commensurable. In our proposal the commensurability of the two scales is not
required: we do not aggregate possibilities and utilities, we rather use a kind of chance
constraint approach in which they are dealt with separately.

Since a decision principle (DP) represents a defeasible reason to believe that some
goal is achieved, we also need to recall some basics about handling defeasible rules
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in a possibilistic setting. A defeasible rule is a compact way to express a general
rule without mentioning every exception to it. In a BLF the exceptions to a decision
principle are its inhibitors. The conditional possibility measure denoted Π(ϕ|ψ) is the
possibility that ϕ holds in the worlds where ψ holds. It is related to the conditional
possibility distribution as follows: Π(ϕ|ψ) = maxω|=ϕ π(ω|ψ). A default rule a  b
translates, in the possibility theory framework, into the constraint Π(a∧b) > Π(a∧¬b)
which expresses that having b true is strictly more possible than having it false when a is
true [22]. Note that the constraint Π(a∧ b) > Π(a∧¬b) is equivalent to N(a∧ b) > 0.
Hence, if we know a and we search for a conclusion which satisfies the constraint
N() > 0 then a solution is b. In this sense, decision principles are related to chance
constraints in quantitative optimization problem. In this article, we will use the min
conditioning (|min) since we are interested in qualitative decision problem.

Interpreting a BLFSW in Possibility Theory

This section is devoted to give an interpretation of Support/Inhibitor and strength of a
DP in a possibilistic setting. This will allow the designer of a Decision System to move
from one formalism to another in order to check the accuracy of his proposed model.
In addition, the theory of possibilities is recognized as a theory taking into account
uncertainty and qualitative reasoning, so showing that there is a translation from a
possibilistic representation of uncertainty and preferences to a BLFSW increases the
validity of this framework. The BLFSW is able to take into account the degree of
certainty of a DP which is not possible in a classical BLF. Nevertheless the possibilistic
meaning of a DP and an inhibitor in a BLFSW are the same than those found for a BLF
in [9]. First, we restate these two definitions, we have modified the DP interpretation
in order to enforce a DP to be informative, i.e., the DP (ϕ, g) is well defined if the
necessity of the goal increases when ϕ holds, this mean that N(g|ϕ) should be strictly
greater than N(g).

Definition 14 (Π-DP) Given a possibility measure Π, a Π-DP p = (ϕ, g) is s.t.

N(g|ϕ) > N(g) ≥ 0

In other words, the DP is the piece of knowledge which increases the certainty that the
goal is realized. In the same way we can interpret the notion of inhibitor and support in
possibility theory: an inhibitor ψ makes the default rules ϕ g no more valid in such
a way that we are no more sure that g will be realized when ϕ and ψ hold together.

Definition 15 (Π-Inhibitor) [[9]] Given a possibility measure Π, the pair (ψ, p) is a
Π-Inhibitor of the DP p = (ϕ, g) if

N(g|ϕ ∧ ψ) = 0

In contrast, the support increases the certainty of the default rules. So when the
support ψ holds, we are more sure that g will be realized.

Definition 16 (Π-Support) Given a possibility measure Π, the pair (ψ, p) is a Π-
Support of the DP p = (ϕ, g) if

N(g|ϕ ∧ ψ) > N(g|ϕ)
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Moreover to complete the interpretation of a BLFSW in possibility theory we need
to define the global strength α(p) of a DP p in possibilistic terms.

Definition 17 (Π-weight) Given a possibility measure Π and a weight function w. w
is Π-weight function iff for all possible K-valid BLFSW (PK , IK , SK , pol, �, wK )
and ∀p = (ϕ, g), p′ = (ϕ′, g′) ∈ PK

• α(p) < 0 iff N(g |ϕ
∧
ψ∈IK(p)∪SK(p) ψ) = 0

• α(p) ≥ 0 iff N(g |ϕ
∧
ψ∈IK(p)∪SK(p) ψ) > 0

• α(p) ≥ α(p′) ≥ 0 iffN(g |ϕ
∧
ψ∈IK(p)∪SK(p) ψ) ≥ N(g′ |ϕ′

∧
ψ∈IK(p′)∪SK(p′) ψ) >

0

In other words, the activation level α(p) of p = (ϕ, g) defined in Definition 10 should
reflect the certainty about the rule ϕ  g and should behave as stated in Definition
10: a negative activation level means that the default rule does not hold in presence of
all its supports and inhibitors, a strictly positive one that means that the goal is all the
more likely to be achieved that the level is high, two distinct positive activation levels
should be ranked accordingly to the two necessities of the DPs. This last point will
allow us to rank order candidates more precisely. Using the definitions above we are
now in position to define a Π-BLFSW.

Definition 18 (Π-BLFSW) A BLFSW B = (P , I, S, pol, �, w) is a Π-BLFSW iff
there exists a possibility distribution π over Ω and a utility function u on the set of
goals literals LITG, such that

• ∀p = (ϕ, g) ∈ P , u(g) 6= 0

• ∀g ∈ LITG, pol(g) = ⊕ iff u(g) > 0

• ∀g, g′ ∈ LITG, u(g) ≤ u(g′) iff g � g′

• for all consistent knowledge base K, ∀g ∈ LitG s.t. u(g) 6= 0, ∀ω ∈ Ω, π(g|ω)
satisfies the constraints of definitions 14, 15, 16 and 17

Intuitively, in a Π-BLFSW the polarities and importances of the goals are based on a
utility function and the weights on supports and inhibitors of DPs are consistent with
the necessities of the default rules associated to DPs.

Thanks to this last definition, the designer can check whether her BLFSW is a Π-
BLFSW hence whether it is coherent wrt a classical qualitative theory of uncertainty.
If the possibility distribution does not seem realistic to the designer, she should modify
it and convert it into a modified BLFSW (which summarizes it).

Remark 2 It may happen that a designer wants to distinguish between the strengths
of two DPs p1 = (ϕ1, g1) and p2 = (ϕ2, g2) because he knows that N(g1|ϕ1) >
N(g2|ϕ2). In order to do that, she may use the notion of support, by adding a support
s1 = (ϕ1, p1). In that case, αp1 = w(s1) is necessarily greater than αp2 = 0.
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The following proposition shows the relation between the weight associated to a
goal in a K-valid BLFSW and its necessity to hold wrt this knowledge base K. It
enables us to say that the ranking5 of a candidate described by K based on the goals
it achieves will be the same in a Π-BLFSW than the one obtained by computing the
necessities of these goals knowing the information K about the candidate.

Proposition 3 Given a possibility distribution π on the set of worlds Ω and a Π-
BLFSW B = (P, I,S, pol,�, w) built on π, for all consistent knowledge bases K
and K ′:

• for all g ∈ LITG, g 6∈ Real(B,K) iff N(g|K) = 0

• for all g, g′ ∈ LITG s.t. g ∈ Real(B,K) and g′ ∈ Real(B,K ′) wK(g) >
wK′(g

′) iff N(g|K) > N(g′|K ′)

From Possibility theory to BLFSW: Example

Let us suppose that the designer is able to give a possibility distribution over all possible
worlds ω ∈ Ω and to give the possibility that the goal is true or not in each world
(Table.1). From Definition 14 and Tables 1 we can build the DPs of a BLFSW. For
each goal, we check if we can generate a DP concluding it by checking Definition
14, on all the conjunctive formulas that can be built starting from a conjunction with
only one litteral. Let us consider the goal ”swim” s, if we know p hence N(s|p) =
1 − Π(¬s|p) = 1 − 0.4 = 0.6 > 0 hence (p, s) = P1 is a DP. If we suppose that we
knoww,N(s|w) = 1−Π(¬s|w) = 1−1 = 0 due to the world ω12 hence (s, w) is not a
DP. Let us look for supports and inhibitors, we haveN(s|p∧f) = 0.8 > N(s|p), so due
to definition 16, S1 = (f, P1) is a support. P1 have also an inhibitor since adding ¬w
we getN(s|p∧¬w) = 0. N(s|p∧f ∧¬w) = 0.7 thus S2 = (f ∧¬w,P1) is a support.
Simply doing the same for the other two goals, we obtain P2 = (w, c), N(c|w) = 0.6,
I2 = (f, P2), N(c|w ∧ f ∧ o) = 0, S3 = (o, P2), N(c|w ∧ o) = 0.7,I3 = (∧f ∧
o, P2), N(c|w∧f ∧o) = 0 P3 = (f, e), N(e|f) = 0.6 and I4 = (o, P3), N(e|f ∧o) =
0.

Let us now focus on the attribution of weights. The weights must satisfy all the
constraints entailed by Definition 17. For instance, wS1

> wS1
+ wS2

− wI1 > 0 and
0 ≥ −wI1 . Note that if N(s|p ∧ f ∧ ¬w) = N(s|p ∧ f) = 0.6 then w(f ∧ ¬w,P1) =
w(s|p ∧ ¬w). In that case the inhibitor ¬w is cancelled by the support f ∧ ¬w.

There is an infinity of possible ways to settle the weights, for instance the ones
given in example 3: wp1 = 0.4, wS1

= 0.6, wS2
= 0, wI1 = 0.4 satisfy the constraints.

5 Future work
Beginning in October 2018, I will work at LEMMA, Paris. Building upon the work
done at IRIT, our research program centers around two major research phases. In the
first phase, we plan to further enhance the uncertainty modeling capabilities of BLFs

5This ranking can be obtained with the relations �BiLexi or �BB . A similar definition of dominance
relation can be built in the possibilistic setting which would give the same results.
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ω: π(ω)

ω1: p w f o 0.3
ω2: p w f ¬o 0.3
ω3: p w ¬f o 1
ω4: p w ¬f ¬o 1
ω5: p ¬w f o 0.2
ω6: p ¬w f ¬o 0.2
ω7: p ¬w ¬f o 0.4
ω8: p ¬w ¬f ¬o 0.4
ω9: ¬p w f o 0.3
ω10: ¬p w f ¬o 0.3
ω11: ¬p w ¬f o 1
ω12: ¬p w ¬f ¬o 1
ω13: ¬p ¬w f o 0.3
ω14: ¬p ¬w f ¬o 1
ω15: ¬p ¬w ¬f o 1
ω16: ¬p ¬w ¬f ¬o 0.4
ω (π(s|ω), (π(c|ω), (π(e|ω),

π(¬s|ω)) π(¬c|ω)) π(¬e|ω))
ω1: (1,0) (1,1) (0.2,1)
ω2: (1,0) (0.8,1) (1,0.4)
ω3: (1,0) (1,0.3) (0,1)
ω4: (1,0) (1,0.4) (0,1)
ω5: (1,0.3) (0.2,1) (0.2,1)
ω6: (1,0.3) (0.1,1) (1,0.4)
ω7: (1,1) (0.8,1) (0,1)
ω8: (1,1) (0,1) (0,1)
ω9: (0,1) (1,1) (0,1)
ω10: (0,1) (0.8,1) (1,0.4)
ω11: (0,1) (1,0.3) (0,1)
ω12: (0,1) (1,0.4) (0,1)
ω13: (0,1) (0.2,1) (0,1)
ω14: (0,1) (0.1,1) (1,0.4)
ω15: (0,1) (0.2,1) (0,1)
ω16: (0,1) (0,1) (0,1)

Table 1: Possibility distribution on worlds and goals

by incorporating into BLFs other sources of uncertainty in the decision making pro-
cess. Then, we intend to integrate BLFs with important knowledge representation and
reasoning formalisms involving conflict, dynamic interactions, aggregated preferences
and self-interested agents. In the second phase, we will develop a Machine Learn-
ing implementation of BLFs via Artificial Neural Networks. We intend to build BLFs
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underlying the process of decision-making under uncertainty, by means of a neural net-
work training procedure. We will use domain specific (such as economics or medicine)
data sets. Beginning with BLFs as structures for qualitative decision-making under un-
certainty, we will develop and further study BLFs in both theoretical and application /
implementation directions. To that end, we have planned and ordered my PhD research
into two inter-related and closely interacting components: the Decision-making and
Reasoning Component and the Cognitive Component. We now describe these research
components in detail.

5.1 Decision-Making and Reasoning Component
The over-arching theme of this research component is to seek interface and establish
common dynamics and insights between BLFs and important knowledge representa-
tion formalisms. This research component is ordered into five inter-related research
activities. Each activity is further divided into specific research tasks. First, we will fur-
ther investigate uncertainty in the BLFs. Then, we will study and compare how BLFs
in connection with the Argumentation Theory, Social Choice Theory, Game Theory
and Belief Change. This plan of action is summarized in Figure 2.

uncertainty

BLFs

Argumentation
Theory

Game
Theory

Social Choice
Theory

Belief
Change

Figure 2: First component of the research project.

Uncertainty in features in BLFs

BLFs deal with qualitative decision-making under uncertainty. Currently in BLFs, the
uncertainty of the agent about the decision situation is contained/encoded as default
rules in decision principles [10, 9]. It arises out of the uncertainty in the agent’s infor-
mation about the achievement of a goal when a feature holds. But another important
source of uncertainty is of specific relevance: the agent’s information about the the
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features of individual decision alternatives (candidates) can itself be incomplete and
uncertain.

Research Outcome: Characterize and integrate uncertainty about features of deci-
sion alternatives into the BLF structure.
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BLFs and Argumentation Theory

This research activity is focused on exploring the common dynamics and connections
between BLFs and argumentation theory. We have planned the following specific re-
search tasks:

• Argumentation and Decision Justification/Explanation: In this task, we will in-
vestigate the decision justification/explanation dimension of argumentation as
discussed, for example, in [49] and apply it to the decision-explanation function
of BLFs where decision principles can be thought of as providing explanations
for decisions.

• BLFs as structured argumentation: This research task is in line with the struc-
tured argumentation approach and connected to the previous task. Decision prin-
ciples in BLFs can be thought of as “arguments” for believing that a goal is
achieved when a feature holds. Structured argumentation deals with how argu-
ments are constructed as a premise/conclusion “structure” using sound logical
reasoning [43]. We will study the relationship between decision principles of
BLFs and defeasible structured arguments [33].

• BLFs as Dung AFs/ADFs/BADFs: This research tasks is in line with the abstract
argumentation approach. The use of supports and attacks as internal elements
within an argumentation model is a basic feature of argumentation. Similarly,
BLFs also model interactions between components as inhibitors and supports.
In addition to Dung style frameworks, more richer and expressive argumentation
frameworks have been developed, for example Abstract Dialectical Frameworks
(ADFs) [44, 45] and Bipolar Abstract Dialectical Frameworks (BADFs) [44].
Specifically, in Bipolar Abstract Dialectical Frameworks (BADFs) all the links
between arguments are either “attacking” or “supporting”. We will investigate
how BLFs and their internal dynamics compare with these abstract argumenta-
tion formalisms.

• BLFs with weights, weighted argumentation frameworks and Probabilistic Argu-
mentation Frameworks: We have introduced notions of strengths/weights being
associated with inhibitors and supports in a BLF. Weighted argumentation frame-
works have also been proposed which give arguments internal strengths [46]
and allow weighted attacks [48, 47]. Furthermore, Probabilistic argumentation
frameworks have been defined where probabilities are assigned to arguments and
attacks. These probabilities “represent the likelihood of existence of a specific
argument or defeat, and thus capture the uncertainties inherent in the argument
system” [34]. We will study and compare the strengths/weights dynamic in BLFs
with internal weights/attack weights concept in argumentation frameworks.

Research Outcome: This research activity explores the common dynamics of BLFs
and argumentation theory so as to arrive at a fuller understanding of the connection
between decision making under uncertainty and argumentation theory.
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BLFs and Social Choice Theory

Social Choice Theory is the study of collective decision processes and procedures
[51, 52, 53, 54, 58]. It deals with preference aggregation, collective decisions and
judgments and voting mechanisms [56, 57, 55]. We will model a multi-agent, dynamic
interaction scenario where multiple agents have their own individual BLFs represent-
ing their preferences etc. The goal is to build an aggregate / cumulative BLF which
represents the information, aggregated preferences, interests and uncertainties of the
multi-agent environment. This opens up the following specific research tasks:

• Aggregate BLFs and modeling competition among agents: every agent wants to
have his uncertain decision principles included in the cumulative BLF? Every
agent would likely want to include the most preferred and most certain of his
decision principles to be included in the cumulative BLF.

• Aggregate BLFs and modeling cooperation and coalitions among agents: First,
how can agents cooperate so that the cumulative BLF realizes their preferences
to a higher degree than would be the case if they negotiated alone? Secondly,
can we model a situation where two or more agents form a coalition in order to
prevent a third agent’s decision principles/preferences from being included in the
cumulative BLF?

Research Outcome: This research activity extends the aggregate/cumulative BLF
building and reasoning process to a multi-agent and dynamic setting with competition,
cooperation and coalitions among agents.

BLFs and Game Theory

Game Theory has nowadays become a major research topic. The field finds its main
scope of applications in economics, towards the modeling of competing agents, but
is likewise extensively used in computer science, logic, biology, political science and
psychology (see the books series [1, 2, 3, 4] for an outstanding survey of the field).
Game theory concerns the study of conflict and cooperation between rational decision-
making agents. Within this general framework, the field of Interactive Epistemology
provides a formal approach to the general logic of knowledge and beliefs of multiple
agents involved in interactive situations [5, 6]. Epistemic Game Theory studies the
behavioral implications of epistemic hypotheses (e.g., various kinds of knowledge or
beliefs of rationalities) in the specific context of games (see [7] and the references
there). For instance, it is well-known that if the players have common knowledge of
their respective rationalities, then they will iteratively remove the strategies that are
strictly dominated, and play the game according to the strategies that survive to this
process (common knowledge of rationality implies iterated strict dominance).

In epistemic game theory, the connection between the interactive epistemology and
the game is made by means of choice functions for the players. For each player, its
choice functions specifies the strategy that he or she will play in any of the possible
worlds of the epistemic model. As things stand, the choice functions are atomic entities
of the epistemic model. But BLFs could provide an explicit modeling of these latter.
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Indeed, the features of BLFs would correspond to the different characteristic that are
taken into consideration to model the possible worlds. The goals would correspond to
the various strategies of the players. The decision principles would then correspond to
the diverse strategies adopted by the players, depending on the possible world in which
they are. The ordering of the decision principles would represent a preference relation
between these epistemic-strategic features, and the inhibitors would model additional
exception rules between these latter.

We intend to investigate this BLF approach to epistemic game theory. Within this
enhanced framework, the choice functions are not anymore atomic components of the
epistemic model, but are rather built upon the characteristics and goals of the possible
worlds and agents, respectively. These considerations enables a more fined-grained
modeling of the epistemic game-theoretic situations. We envision to formalize this en-
riched epistemic-game-theoretic framework, and subsequently study the strategic im-
plications of epistemic hypotheses in this context.

Research Outcome: This research activity investigates a BLF approach to epis-
temic game theory by studying the strategic implications of epistemic hypotheses in
this enriched context.
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BLFs and Belief Change

Belief Change refers to the process of changing beliefs when a new piece of information
is encountered [29, 30]. An agent’s belief about the state of the world is represented by
a set of sentences. Two important belief change operations can be considered:

• revision where the agent’s belief about the existing state of the world changes.

• update where the agent’s belief is “updated” with new information about a new
state of the world.

This activity explores the dynamics of how a BLF behaves when encountered with new
information. An important principle of the belief change process is minimal informa-
tion loss: the agent gives up the minimal information required to incorporate the new
information and maintain consistency. Belief change also involves the idea of epistemic
entrenchment whereby the least entrenched of the beliefs (least important or least con-
sequential) are given up in the revision process. We plan the following specific research
tasks:

• Revising the decision principles of a BLF in presence of new information. The
information loss must be minimal.

• Exploring the relationship between epistemic entrenchment and the notion of
“vitality” of a decision principle in terms of how vital it is to the final outcome
of the BLF. More particularly, causality can be studied inside a BLF in order
to determine which argument was the most important for the decision outcome.
This amounts to update the BLF with the fact that the argument is not there.

• This study may also us allow to compute the potential impact of any argument
in order to know whether an information should be disclosed.

5.2 Cognitive Component: Learning Agent’s Information
The theme of this component is to study and investigate the interface between Machine
Learning and Decision making under uncertainty as encoded in BLFs. This component
is divided into two research activities. First, we will develop a learning mechanism
using Artificial Neural Networks where an agent will learn the information about the
decision environment from data and use it to build the corresponding BLF. Secondly,
we will implement and apply the model to specific real life situations like decision
making in economic or medical environments.

Training and Learning

As things stand, we are assuming that the information contained in the BLF could ei-
ther be one agent’s information or consensus information of a number of agents. But
we do not mention where the agent learns this information, we just assume that he
has this information. We plan to investigate how the agent “learns” this information
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from which it constructs a decision scenario. Could this information arise from some
coherent neural network computation? This would complete the decision-making sce-
nario whereby the agent “learns” some information from a neural networks component,
organizes that information into a BLF and then makes the decision using the BLF.

As explained previously, uncertainty is an inherent part of the decision making
process. We will investigate how this uncertainty can be expressed in ANNs. As output,
we expect the cognitive component to be able learn the decision making environment
and build the corresponding BLF from this information. To that end, the information
the agent should be able to learn should include:

• the features of the decision environment that characterize a decision alternative.

• the rules that help define the decision alternatives and their possibilities.

• the set of goals involved in the decision process.

• information that helps define the defeasible rules, inhibitors and supports.

• information that defines the importance of decision goals.

• information that defines the polarity (desirable/undesirable) of decision goals.

Application and Implementation

We will train our learning model using domain specific data sets. We want to do a
DATA→BLF implementation. The data sets we will use would be ones which describe
a decision situation confronting an agent and the decision the agent makes in a specific
decision making domain. For example:

• Data sets from the financial / economic domain: We envision this data set to
be a complex structure containing the information of an economic agent in, say,
a decision involving whether to increase or decrease the production of an item
given the relevant information. This information would reflect the complexity
of the situation and could include, for example: volume being produced now,
volume being produced by other economic actors, the demand from the market
for the item, effect on production cost of increasing / decreasing the volume, the
effect of increase / decrease in production cost on the profit margin, the profit
margins for competitors and so forth. The data set that encodes this complex
decision making situation would give rise to a similarly complex BLF which
would be “learned” from the data set. A data set consisting of similar decision
situations encoding consumer behavior is another possibility.

• Data sets from the medical domain: A data set which similarly encodes the de-
cision making situation in a medical environment.

We will study extending this implementation and application component to include
complex, multi-agent and interactive scenarios in light of theoretical insights from the
Decision-making and Reasoning Component.
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